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"His 'Magical Awakening Treatments' have helped me pass through emotional obstacles and

blockages with ease and grace."—Carrie Ann InabaThis book teaches a system of energy

healing called Magical Awakening, a playful yet powerful style of energy healing based in the

Celtic shamanic concept of the three cauldrons, plus Arthurian imagery. It is a rich, Merlin-

inspired magical energy healing system as playful as Harry Potter and more powerful than

Reiki.Brett Bevell is the author of The Reiki Magic Guide To Self Attunement, Energy Healing

for Everyone, and two poetry books. Brett teaches at Omega Institute and The Sanctuary.
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me into the following chapters of this book and I will take you on an amazing journey that will

explore the furthest reaches of consciousness and energy healing. I do not ask you to take this

leap blindly, but to simply try the exercises outlined in the following chapters and let your own

experience be the litmus test. I have found as a teacher of various modes of energy healing,

including Reiki, that the Magical Awakening® Energy Healing System is by far my preferred



energy healing method. It is not only highly effective in helping one quickly move through

spiritual, physical, and emotional life issues, but it also is designed to awaken the practitioner

wizard to their own Divine essence, an essence which exists in everyone but which many are

often asleep to.You are loved by the Divine. You are so loved by the Divine that the Divine

wants nothing more of you than for you to know how loved and magical you truly are. The

Magical Awakening® Energy Healing System does not assume you are broken and need to be

fixed, an unfortunate focus of some energy healing modalities. Instead, it assumes you are a

wonderful child of the Divine, and all that the Divine wants you to know is your own connection

to that Divine love and Divine magic that created this universe.Magical Awakening work can be

used to clear away negative energy, undo self-destructive thought patterns, spiritually heal

emotional trauma, and bring restorative healing into our physical bodies. Yet much more than

this, it teaches you a magical way of being that involves playing energetically with the Divine.

As you play more and more with the Divine in this energetic way, you become spiritually free on

all levels. You lose those fears that have taught you to be less than the magical being that you

are.The system itself is based on play, on deep intuitive listening, and on knowing that no harm

can come from using this form of Divine energy healing. There is no test nor are there any

symbols to memorize. There is no spiritual allegiance you need to make to me or to anyone

else. The system itself is designed to empower you to find your own way, to claim your own

power, and to know the magical inheritance that is naturally yours as a conscious being

beloved by the Divine.Our modern culture has been built around a deep worship of science,

intellect, and reason, and so it is entirely natural if you question the levels of healing and

spiritual awakening offered through this work. Yet science already tells us that we are all made

of energy. Einstein knew this when he wrote his famous formula E=MC2, which in layman’s

terms simply says that everything is made of energy, even matter, which is simply energy in its

most dense form. Yet I know the power of social conditioning. And it can be challenging to

override the overt social messages we receive from our family, friends, parents, and teachers

telling us that magic does not exists—making many of us what the author JK Rowling refers to

in her Harry Potter series as muggles. We have seen what this muggle form of consciousness

has done to our world, how it has robbed us of honoring the Divine magic that is intricately

woven into all aspects of creation.If you engage this work, and treat it as a journey of creative

play with the Divine, it will positively change the way you see our world. It will help you release

old wounds, past and present traumas, as well as mental and social conditioning that may be

limiting your sense of what is possible. Let go of your preconceptions, whatever they may be,

and simply trust your own experience as you engage this profound work. Simply allow your

heart to open as child, and play. Begin that spirit of play now by simply touching the question

mark below for at least thirty seconds and see if the magic held inside of it changes your

consciousness.Chapter 1What Is Energy Healing?THE UNIVERSE IS CONSCIOUS. I first

recognized this two decades ago when I began engaging a number of alternative healing

techniques to overcome my own childhood trauma, trauma which was complex and deep, far

too complex for traditional psychotherapy to conveniently unwind. As I engaged these

techniques, which ranged from shamanic healing to rebirthing to energy healing, I noticed

quick and radical changes that were very positive begin to happen in my own life. I also noticed

my own level of awareness grew, my intuition became more sharp, and I was overcome with

the constant peculiar sense that the universe was conscious and aware of me. The deeper

down I went exploring these alternative methods of healing, the better I felt about myself and

my body, and my emotional awareness grew. I was able to eventually feel the energetic

attachments between me and those who had abused me decades ago. I was then taught how



to sever and release those attachments, these energetic strings that had kept me like a puppet

victim for so many years no matter how much traditional therapy I did. Once those attachments

were cut, I felt empowered to be free and have been on an amazing journey ever since.Energy

healing works with the premise that everything in existence is made of light and has an

energetic signature. This concept corresponds with the string theory in modern physics that the

smallest, most basic particles of creation are oscillating and vibrating, almost like the music

from the strings of a guitar. These energy signatures affect us all the time. If we are in a room

that is full of joy, we feel that vibration. Similarly, if you enter a room where people have been

fighting and arguing it often holds a very different energetic signature, what some might call

bad vibes. What energy healing does is address those fundamental energetic signatures, even

those energetic signatures from the past that can impact the present and future.My own

healing journey taught me that though I cannot change the past I have been able to radically

shift and alter how those energetic signatures from the past impact me now. We cannot change

past events, but we can change the notes, the tune that those strings from the past are

sending into the future. We can also change the energetic signatures of our own cells for

physical healing, as well as change the energetic signatures in our emotions to change how we

feel about ourselves and the world.Some schools of energy healing such as the very popular

form called Reiki use a primary energetic signature to alter or shift a person into a place of well

being. You might think of Reiki as a constant single energetic note that clears out and

harmonizes the other energetic signatures at play in a person’s energy field. Reiki at higher

levels can also bring in a few different energetic signatures by using sacred Reiki symbols that

deepen a healing even more. Other forms of energy healing also have their own energetic

signature, such as the Light of theEternal One work in my previous book Energy Healing for

Everyone, which has an energetic signature designed to help a person remember their own

connection to the Divine. The Magical Awakening® Energy Healing System has an almost

infinite expression of energetic signatures available, which gives the healer an opportunity to

creatively work with the Divine consciousness in ways that are challenging to put into words

given how vast and expansive these healing opportunities are.Such a level of healing changes

radically the approach of a healer, given the numerous energetic signatures one has access to.

Unlike Reiki or other modalities where there is a structured set of hand positions and routines

for any given healing session, Magical Awakening calls upon the healer to allow their

consciousness be guided by the energy itself, so that each session is entirely unique and

geared to the person receiving it. A Magical Awakening healing session is actually quite

creative from the healer’s point of view. The healer goes into a place of deep listening, allowing

the Divine consciousness within the energy itself to unfold and teach the healer what needs to

happen next. It is more a healing art and not a science. This also allows the healer to let go of

their ego, let go of the need to fix or heal anyone. Instead, they are simply playing with

numerous Divine energetic signatures the same way a musician riffs on various notes during a

jazz improv session. The beauty and joy of this is often felt as much by the healer as the

person being healed, though the positive healing results for the person receiving the healing

are astonishing. One person whom I gave three treatments to told me it changed their life and

that they no longer felt the need to be in therapy after fifteen years. Also, a Magical Awakening

session can be sent to numerous people simultaneously. At Omega Institute, where I work and

teach, I often give half hour long sessions to a room of twenty or more people all

simultaneously, and have on rare occasion worked on as many as one hundred people at

once.Energy healing at this level leads the healer into awakened states of consciousness,

often being able to see karmic patterns, past life issues, and even the core spark of Divinity



residing inside each person. As you learn to unwind the debris that covers that core spark,

more light begins to shine outward into all aspects of your life. You also begin to realize that the

universe itself is a dream, a playful dream. As a healer, you loosen, let go, laugh, and come to

realize you are playing with the Divine and nothing more, that the joy of energy healing at its

deepest level is simply energetic play, a game with the Divine. I do not even think of Magical

Awakening healers as being practitioners as much as wizards, like the great wizard

Merlin.Magical Awakening has its roots in the lineage of Merlin and the healing power of The

Grail. The beauty of this system is that not only is it one of the most powerful energy healing

systems I have been shown in terms of what one can accomplish with it, but it also works to

free the mind of the wizard healer who uses it. Magical Awakening always requires that the

wizard healer be fully present, open as a child, without preconceptions to where the healing is

going to go. The wizard healer is asked to listen intuitively to the energy itself, and to play with

it. Through this sense of magical play it is constantly reinforcing that the universe itself is a

dream, a playful dream. We are nothing but haikus, little wonderful poems created by Divine

imagination. It is through this playful dance that we realize we are nothing at all, and we then

know simultaneously that we are everything.Just to continue in a wizard’s spirit of play, if you

would like to experience yourself inside a bubble of Divine consciousness, simply put your

finger inside the zero and keep it there as long as you wish:Chapter 2The God-wizard Merlin

and The Goddess Known as Lady of the LakeMerlin is more than just a myth, more than just

single wizard living at a point in human history. Merlin is a male expression of Divine magical

consciousness. That is why the tales of Camelot and Arthurian legend are so alive still. One of

the energy healing lineages I have studied claims that there have been many Merlins

throughout human history, and that their wisdom and power can be traced back to an avatar, a

human incarnation of the Divine who lived thousands of years ago in India named Mahindra,

and who embodied that Divine magic and brought it to the planet, similar to the way Jesus

embodied Divine love and brought it to Earth. That particular energy healing system is quite

advanced and very powerful, and there is no reason for me to think that their claim is untrue.

Yet I also believe that the power of Merlin (or Mahindra) is not limited to just one healing

system, and that the expression of Divine energy healing is far too vast to be limited or

contained within one modality. Magical Awakening has been revealed to me as a healing

system that embraces not only the Divine masculine aspect of magical consciousness known

as Merlin but the Divine feminine aspect of magical consciousness as well. In my work with

Magical Awakening I have been introduced to that powerful expression of Divine magical

consciousness that is female and also omnipresent. That expression is revealed as Lady of the

Lake.Lady of the Lake and Merlin oversee Magical Awakening and are the guardians of this

Divine healing system. In Arthurian legends there are many stories of Lady of the Lake, as well

as different names for her such as Nimue or Viviane. Some even mention Lady of the Lake

walking on water, a magical ability (miracle) usually only accomplished by an avatar, an

incarnation of the Divine, like Jesus. But let’s suppose that there had been a living female

avatar, a female incarnation of the Divine, at the time of King Arthur, who could do things such

as walk on water. How might legends of such a powerful female be passed down in a time

where women in general were disempowered and held a far lesser status than men? Would

the patriarchy of that time even consider the idea of a female incarnation of the Divine? The

author Caitlin Matthews proposes in her book Ladies of the Lake that the patriarchy of

Arthurian legends simply fragments the Celtic Goddess archetypes through a patriarchal lens

that maligns some of them. I am neither a historian nor student of medieval literature, but

instead a wizard healer. I learn what I know through direct experience and by magically



exploring the multi-dimensional realities of an issue. And, in working with the Magical

Awakening energies, my intuition tells me that Lady of the Lake lived on Earth as a powerful

female avatar-like being at the time of King Arthur, and could do things such as walk on water.

Her presence was positive, and just as some of the stories about Jesus became edited or

distorted over time so too it is likely that the legends about Lady of the Lake underwent similar

patriarchal editing, edited to the point where she was no longer seen as a benevolent healing

Goddess or even a real living person, just a myth. When I ask Lady of the Lake directly who

she is, this is her answer:I am the birth and the sound of woman. I am that which hears you

when you are sleeping, and that which speaks through the call of birds at dawn. I am the earth

herself, the beauty of the land, the mystery of the night sky. I am the ready made love that is

always willing to bring healing and solace. I am the spark of light that exists inside a mother’s

womb. I am Isis, Mary, Lakshmi, the infinite Goddess of all creation. Here I am in this form,

speaking now. But know I am limitless, beyond measure.As the female expression of Divine

magical consciousness, at least within the Magical Awakening system, Lady of the Lake is a

guide, and perhaps the true source of this system’s healing power. She is more mysterious

than Merlin, and thus requires a bit more of an introduction. Merlin, as the male expression of

Divine magical consciousness, works with Lady of the Lake. They are co-creators, guides, and

similarly one in the same. Just as we are simultaneously emptiness and everything, so too are

they the male and female faces of the ultimate Divine mystery. They are simultaneously the

same being, and yet not the same being. These Divine intelligences will always be there for

you once you become empowered to the first level of this system, whispering their guidance

continuously. The real trick is daring to listen! Because often the guidance they offer

transcends reason. But by being in the moment, and listening deep within, you will be guided. It

is your choice whether or not to listen to that guidance.If you would like an energetic taste of

Divine mystery. Simply place your finger between the parenthesis below:Chapter 3The Three

CauldronsThis wizardly system of healing called Magical Awakening is designed to bring you

closer to knowing that Divine spark that is you. Much of that happens through a sense of

magical energetic play with the Divine. The first level of this system offers you access to three

primary energy centers, known as the three cauldrons. In Celtic shamanism there were three

primary energy centers said to exist within the human body: one at the belly, one at the heart

and one at the top of the head. The one at the belly was an energy center called Coire

Goiriath, the cauldron of warming. The energy of this cauldron maintained the health of the

physical body. The second cauldron, near the heart, in the center of a person’s chest, ruled a

person’s vocation in life and was called Coire Emma. The third cauldron, the cauldron of

knowledge, existed at the top of a person’s head and was called Coire Sois. Although these

cauldrons exist in everyone’s energy system, similar to chakras, and can be accessed by

anyone who is sufficiently trained in the appropriate Celtic shamanic technique, these are not

exactly the same cauldrons that are used in the Magical Awakening system. I mention them

simply for historical reference and because they are related to, but not the same as, the three

cauldrons in Magical Awakening.The three cauldrons in Magical Awakening are not something

that already exist in everyone. These three cauldrons are Divine energetic devices created in a

wizard during the first empowerment in the Magical Awakening system. They are different from

the three cauldrons of Celtic shamanism in several ways. First, the cauldrons in Magical

Awakening are a direct link to Divine magical energy, whereas the three cauldrons mentioned

in Celtic shamanism are more like chakras, energy wheels that reflect our own personal

energetic health and evolution. The cauldron at the belly in Magical Awakening flows a very

fiery hot energy we wizards call Dragon Fire. This energy can be used to help maintain the



physical body by rooting out disease on the spiritual level, but it also has other uses, such as

purifying the energy in a room, clearing away negative entities and thoughts, and basically

burning away anything energetically that is not for a person’s highest good. The second

cauldron in Magical Awakening, like Coire Emma, exists near the region of the heart, near the

center of a person’s chest, and is called the Grail. But, it has little to do with a person’s vocation

and instead flows a wonderful restorative healing energy directly from the Divine. This cauldron

is also used for integration, using a technique that will be revealed later in this book. The third

cauldron in Magical Awakening is called Arthur’s Crown. Like its Celtic shamanic counterpart

Coire Sois, it is about knowledge and our connection to the Divine, but takes it a step further. In

Magical Awakening a wizard can actually flow energy from Arthur’s Crown to “wake up” energy

that is misguided, or thought-forms that perhaps have lost their true origin. It essentially

reminds things energetically of their own true Divine nature.These three cauldrons in Magical

Awakening access Divine energy, and, like Reiki or other forms of Divine energy healing, are

not relying on a person’s individual energy. Once you receive the first wizard empowerment you

will be able to access these energies for life, at will, as long as your intention is for the highest

good. If your intention is not for the highest good, these cauldrons will simply not allow their

energy to come forth.Once you receive the empowerment in the following chapter you will be

able to use these cauldrons of Magical Awakening for self healing and also to send energy to

others, to assist individuals or groups, and to send healing to the earth, the land, and the

oceans, restoring your own healing connection to the web of all life.If you would like to

experience a thirty minute Magical Awakening session before engaging the wizard

empowerment in the following chapter, just touch the fingertip on the following page for a few

seconds, then rest in a chair, or better yet, go lie down.

Psychic Reiki: Divine Life-Force Energy Healing, The Reiki Magic Guide to Self-Attunement,

Reiki for Spiritual Healing, Infinite Manifestation Loops, Spiritual Reiki: Channel Your Intuitive

Abilities for Energy Healing, The Art of Psychic Reiki: Developing Your Intuitive and Empathic

Abilities for Energy Healing, Divine Masters, Ancient Wisdom: Activations to Connect with

Universal Spiritual Guides, Quantum Magick: Reconfiguring the Field, A Powerful Companion

to Mind Magic Methods (The Mind Magic System Book 2), Thoughtless Mindless Spiritless

Forceless Manifestations, Awakening the Avatar Within: A Roadmap to Uncover Your

Superpowers, Upgrade Your Body and Uplift Humanity, The Little Book of Light Codes: Healing

Symbols for Life Transformation, How to Resolve Anything and Manifest Everything, Mindless

Money Manifestations, Non Linear Manifestations: from Not-Mind, Channeling The Council of

Light : Unlock Your Divine Blueprint For Awakening, The Pineal Gland: Awakening the Third

Eye Chakra and Developing Psychic Abilities such as Clairvoyance and Other Types of

Intuition (Third Eye Opening), The Angels of Omnipotence

Ebook Tops Reader, “Magic Made Accessible, Healing Made Magical. I have been a fan of

Brett Bevell's work since he published his first Reiki book, The Reiki Magic Guide to Self-

Attunement. Every book he writes makes energy healing even more accessible, creative, and

artistic. With Reiki for Spiritual Healing, his teachings enabled me to do complex and artistically

pleasing energy healing treatments with the power of my Higher Self and just a few words. New
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Reiki Software for Divine Living made Reiki an even deeper interactive spiritual experience that

both made the energy so simple it was hard to feel, but so profound, deep, mystical, and in

touch with the Divine that it is worth reading again and again. Energy Healing for Everyone is

his most spiritual book so far, and I believe will help awaken more divine self-awareness and

positive human experiences in our world.This book, The Wizard's Guide to Energy Healing, is

by far Brett's most playful book on energy healing. All of my life I have had an obsession with

magic, energy healing, meditation, shamanism, mysticism, New Age and New Thought books,

occultism, witchcraft, and so on. I've read hundreds of books on a wide variety of mystical

subjects, and very very few make magic so accessible, so playful, so energetic, and so

powerfully healing and spiritual as the Magical Awakening system. I have only worked with the

first attunement, and already I am enjoying my personal sessions and am sharing the energy

with friends, family, and my devoted "guinea pigs" who willingly allow me to experiment with

energy work with them. I look forward to continuing to play, experiment, and enchant myself

and my friends with the power, energy, love, and MAGIC of the energy system taught in this

book.Brilliant work Brett, just brilliant!”

Lori Rubin, “Love it - A must try for everyone!!. I ordered this book because I really loved Brett's

Reiki book's..From the moment I started reading this book I could literally "feel" all this soft

healing energy flowing through my entire being and I could not put it down.. To be honest, I am

skeptical but the sensations that came out of this book were so tangible I couldn't wait to do the

first level of empowerment and I was blown away! I am a total believer - I have been feeling so

much lighter, calmer and more peaceful since playing with these tools..I can't even say which

tool is my favorite but I do love having a real magical wand :-) (you will see what I mean). If you

are at all curious, or just want a healing, or desire to help your consciousness expand, want to

heal other people, then definitely read this book. It is a very easy read - I felt like I was being

feed the worlds best dessert. The book literally plays back with you! I hope you give it a try.

You won't be disappointed because it is so simple!!! - There are no heady instructions or work

on your part - its all about play and receiving.  Thank You for this Brett!!”

Harmonies of Life, “A little different from his other books.. As I was reading through the book

and engaging the playfulness of it I had fairly good experiences with the three cauldrons,

especially with dragon fire. Though there is something about the book that seems a tad too

focused on the healing bit of energy work and not its other potentially awesome uses. I

severely loved his other books on reiki and I found in them the creativity that goes beyond just

healing oneself or another. I am not done with the book or exercises yet, and I will update my

review when I complete the book and have a bit more experience with its material.”

Astralgirl, “Excellent read. I have not finished the book as yet, but I love the content I've already

read. The energy I received from the book is way off the charts. Really makes me believe in the

unseen.”

Justin K Prim, “Magical!. This is an exciting book that I have been look forward to ever since it

came on Amazon preorder. I have a personal interest in Merlin and am also an energy healer

so this combined two of my loves into an exciting adventure of a book. The book is easy to

understand and the concepts that Brett presents are accessible to anyone that cares to explore

them. I think anyone that has an interest in energy work, spiritual self-realization, Merlin, or

celtic shamanism would really enjoy this.”



Cynthia Cook, “The wizards guide to energy healing. This Book is astounding. It will change

your life. I highly recommend it. I can’t wait to read the other books that the author has written”

A&TS, “This author brings the goods. My title says it all.The energy-sensitive person will try out

this stuff and know that it’s all real.”

Aguazul, “Interesting and powerful energies. It works. The three energies received in the first

part of the book are quite interesting and powerful. I'm still working with them. The suggested

list of body systems to work on with the energies takes a while to go through, which is why I

haven't moved any further into the book. Still I'm using the energies daily, alongside more

conventional Reiki practice. The slightly ridiculous Arthurian imagery maybe is intended to stop

us taking things too seriously, which is another theme of the book: to be more playful in our

approach to healing.”

Memou, “Amazing powerful and psychic modality. I have discovered Brett recently due to a

recommendation from a reiki healer and his book are amazing among all energy work

books.For the first time in energy work books, he gives you all the tools while reading the book

and also the book itself gives you full treatments of energy work as well.This book

encapsulates his own modality which I found very very powerful.You can invoke or play with

any energy in the universe for the greater good via the tools he attunes you while you read the

book.If you are sensitive enough you will feel the transmission happening while reading the

book.There are sections which the book directly works on you which are absolutely powerful.I

would say as powerful or more than going to a energy healer.The modality is playful and

powerful,I wish we get the next levels as well in the near future.”

Booklover7, “Truly magical!!!. If you are looking for magic, you have found it. This book is truly

life changing and everyone who reads it is blessed. I feel so blessed that it found me, i loved

every page! This book is alive and you will get to experience it as well no matter if eBook or

Print. Seriously if you are Reading this, buy the book! It is for you! Thanks so much to the

author for sharing this Energy!”

saranjeet kaur mahal, “It was a beautiful experience for all of us. our group of shaman healers

started with healing of mother Tara and planet earth with the three cauldrons. It was a beautiful

experience for all of us. During the first two days, the earth received continuous healing from

the first cauldron..it was as if mother Tara has taken over the healing process and we were just

observers..Also mother told us that it was after centuries that a group had planned to pass on

healing energies to the planet in the MAGICKAL way. The method of healing is very simple,

although at times, we do not feel the energy moving at all..but still we continue according to the

given guidelines. Thanks to Brett Bevell for this wonderful gift to all his readers !!”

BryJo, “Fantastic Book. I've been a huge fan of Brett's stuff as it revolutionizes modalities. This

was my first dive into 'magic', but it really has been wonderful. So much fun and playful, the

possibilities gleamed from this book are just the start. I've already started incorporating it into

my daily life.”

The book by Brett Bevell has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 61 people have provided feedback.
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